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SA Today is often thought of as the first
news “aggregator.” Reading the USA
Today paper edition while traveling
has always been a luxury. With a digital subscription on my tablet, reading the paper is a
daily activity. Now users of social media can
be their own aggregators of information, and share it with their networks.
Pocket, Paper.li, and Juice are my
favorites to use. All serve a similar
purpose of aggregating information,
but in different and unique ways.

Beckley

Put this in your Pocket
When you come across an article
and you have no chance to read it then
(e.g., during a flight with no Wi-Fi), you can
save it by putting it in your “pocket.” If you
like the article, you can share it with your
network via Twitter, Facebook, email, or message. Delete the article after reading or save it
for reference. Pick up the “Pocket” app at the
Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

Let Juice squeeze your Twitter
Juice “squeezes” information from your
Twitter feed (you have to give it permission)
and aggregates stories of interest that you can
retweet, share on Facebook, email, or message

to your social networks. Juice squeezes stories
based on what’s been tweeted in your network
and notifies you when a new “squeeze” is
ready for your review. Nearly every squeezed
story tweeted to my network grabs attention
and garners retweets by followers who have
similar interests (compliance, therapy – no
surprise there!). It’s a great way for picking
up stories of interest as well as late-breaking
news. It seems lately I’ve picked up far too
many stories on data breaches. They say a
picture is worth a thousand words, and part
of the attraction with Juice is the picture presentation with the story, making this social
media platform attractive to use. Get Juice at
http://juice.paper.li or at the Apple App Store.

Let Paper.li publish your daily news
Create an account with Paper.li. Start a free
trial version and let Paper.li know what
sources to use for your daily “edition”
(e.g., your Twitter posts, Facebook feed, and
posts from your favorite blogs and RSS feeds).
You can specify, for example, tweets mentioning “compliance.” Upgraded versions
include a custom masthead and style. You
can also choose just the real newspaper dailies, include columns and advertising, and
make it a revenue generator while you are
spreading your aggregated news to your
social media networks. Don’t forget to pick a
name that will attract subscribers. How does
“Rehab Compliance Daily” sound?
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